BeyondInsight for Unix & Linux 9.1
New and Updated Features
BeyondTrust Privilege Management for Unix & Linux (PMUL) is an enterprise-class, gold-standard
privilege management solution that helps security and IT organizations achieve compliance,
control privileged access, and prevent and contain breaches that can affect Unix and Linux
systems. Combined with BeyondInsight, IT and Security teams have a single, contextual lens
through which to view user and asset risk. This clear, consolidated risk profile enables proactive,
joint decision-making while ensuring that daily operations are guided by common goals for risk
reduction.
BeyondInsight for Unix & Linux 9.1 includes improved Password Safe integration, upgraded sudo
and FIM policy assignment experiences, and other enhancements.
Please see the release notes for additional details on these enhancements.

New Feature Highlights
Password Safe Integration Improvements
•

•

Domain accounts are only listed once rather than per host, displaying much cleaner
results, helping the user focus on specific accounts rather than polluting results with
duplicates.
Password Safe searching vastly enhances the usage versus browsing – rather than paging
through dozens of pages of results, now you can just type the desired name directly.
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FIM and Sudo Policy Assignment
The user experiences for FIM and Sudo policy assignments have been greatly enhanced to
provide a more logical and familiar usage.

Other Enhancements/Fixes
•

Filtering added to Tasks grid to assist with finding specific events

•

Filtering added to server selectors for Policy and Audit to assist with finding specific events

•

Role based policy features are now linked to policy versions ensuring the user does not create
invalid policy

•

IO Logs can be navigated via command history allowing select specific events in a replay session
and immediately jump to that point in the log – making finding items much smoother
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About BeyondTrust
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management, offering the most seamless
approach to preventing data breaches related to stolen credentials, misused privileges, and
compromised remote access.
Our extensible platform empowers organizations to easily scale privilege security as threats evolve
across endpoint, server, cloud, DevOps, and network device environments. BeyondTrust unifies the
industry’s broadest set of privileged access capabilities with centralized management, reporting, and
analytics, enabling leaders to take decisive and informed actions to defeat attackers. Our holistic
platform stands out for its flexible design that simplifies integrations, enhances user productivity, and
maximizes IT and security investments. BeyondTrust gives organizations the visibility and control they
need to reduce risk, achieve compliance objectives, and boost operational performance. We are trusted
by 20,000 customers, including half of the Fortune 500, and a global partner network. Learn more at
www.beyondtrust.com
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